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When you’ve had two dream marriages, choosing your eternal
soulmate in heaven is one hell of a dilemma.
Can you have more than one soulmate at the same time?
After two blissful marriages are cut short by tragic circumstances,
Peter’s own early entry to heaven fills him with skepticism.
Peter soon faces an impossible choice: with both wives Up Here,
which woman is his eternal soulmate?
Christina and Jane have their own issues to resolve, especially
considering they were best friends.
From two marriages made in heaven, all three now have one
hell of a dilemma. And with Peter’s mother Up Here, too ... well,
she’s got her opinion!
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The debut novel from Australian film & TV pioneer Jim Shomos.
Up Here is a unique love-triangle featuring two dynamic women
and one ro-man-tic; it’s a feel-good exploration of a modern
romantic dilemma that asks the age-old question: what if?
Up Here touched my soul; a beautiful romantic-comedy
about love, hope and courage.
– Alli Sinclair, award-winning author

Selling Points
•
•
•
•

Loaded with laughter and sneaky tears.
Contemporary world with a twist, triggering compelling
emotional curiosity.
Quintessential Australian characters that global readers
will fall in love with.
The Up Here screenplay was shortlisted with The Rosie
Project in the AWG Romantic-Comedy Script competition.

About the Author

Jim’s stories have skipped across film, TV, web, songs and
novels. An international pioneer in web series, he has collected
nominations and awards in Cannes, Film Victoria and the
Australian Writers’ Guild. Ranked #30 in the Australian Film &
TV Power-50.
‘I’m a ro-man-tic, hooked on exploring contemporary relationships through fiction. Sprinkling love, laughter and sneaky tears.’

